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Coordinate System: Geocentric
Aspect set: Ptolemy
Transit Planets: Ma Ju Sa Ur Ne Pl
Progression 1 Method: Secondary
Progression 1 Planets: Mo Su Me Ve Ma
Eclipse Aspect Set: Ptolemy

Natal Chart for Paula Abdul
Placidus House System
Moon in Capricorn, at 21° 09', in the fourth house.
Sun in Gemini, at 28° 06', in the ninth house.
Mercury in Gemini, at 11° 51', in the eighth house.
Venus in Leo, at 03° 09', in the tenth house.
Mars in Taurus, at 16° 11', in the seventh house.
Jupiter in Pisces, at 12° 26', in the fifth house.
Saturn in Aquarius, at 10° 44', in the fourth house.
Uranus in Leo, at 27° 20', in the eleventh house.
Neptune in Scorpio, at 11° 00', in the first house.
Pluto in Virgo, at 07° 46', in the eleventh house.
Node in Leo, at 11° 01', in the tenth house.
Midheaven in Cancer, at 20° 42'.
Ascendant in Libra, at 18° 49'.

Report Highlights

Apr 22
*****

Uranus Conjunction Jupiter
Leave

Transit
(Pisces-Pisces 5th-5th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 04/22/06)

Career insight and breakthroughs are possible. You might discover that unconventional
solutions to life's problems or new directions and paths are in order. You could find a
teacher or guide, a new approach to your career, and so on.
Apr 24
****

Jupiter Opposition Mars
Leave

Transit
(Scorpio-Taurus 1st-7th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 04/24/06)

A career decision, something that is obviously in your best interests, may go against
feelings and emotions. You may have to ignore your feelings and put them aside in order
to benefit from the current sequence of events. Possible resentment.
May 29
Jupiter Conjunction Neptune
Transit
(Scorpio-Scorpio 1st-1st)
****
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/06 Exact: 05/29/06 Leave: 06/09/06)
You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams of how life could
be. Don't be afraid to project that image, make those dreams real. Ideas of group
cooperation and communion (mass images) could further your career.
Jul 05
****

Saturn Opposition Saturn
Exact

Transit
(Leo-Aquarius 10th-4th)
(Enter: 06/26/06 Exact: 07/05/06 Leave: 07/13/06)

A major time of change, where circumstances manage to get our attention and some sort
of challenge or turning-point is to be expected. Our response here depends upon how we
have acted thus far and may foretell the flow of events for years to come.
Jul 18
***

Moon Conjunction Pluto
Exact

Secondary Progression
(Virgo-Virgo 11th-11th)
(Enter: 06/18/06 Exact: 07/18/06 Leave: 08/18/06)

Force, power, compulsion, fate: such are the issues that need confronting now. Your own
charisma is stronger than ever, as is your insight into the unconscious needs of others and
the directions of destiny. Yet such things can have hidden dangers to which you should
remain alert. Beware dependence: even the master is slave to the slave. You may
encounter a great challenge or possibly even a loss of some kind, but in facing it you
discover your own strength.
Aug 12
Jupiter Conjunction Neptune
Transit
(Scorpio-Scorpio 1st-1st)
****
Exact
(Enter: 08/01/06 Exact: 08/12/06 Leave: 08/21/06)
You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams of how life could
be. Don't be afraid to project that image, make those dreams real. Ideas of group
cooperation and communion (mass images) could further your career.

Sep 07
***

Moon Square Mercury
Exact

Lunar Eclipse
(Pisces-Gemini 5th-8th)
(Enter: 09/07/06 Exact: 09/07/06 Leave: 03/03/07)

Resolving conflicting opinions and deciding between opposing views or different options
is essential now. You must decide one way or another, or else you're stuck in a rut. It's
easy to be distracted, so study things through in order to act from a position of knowledge
rather than out of ignorance. Business ventures could be compromised by faulty
information - be sure you KNOW what you're getting into.
Sep 07
***

Moon Conjunction Jupiter
Exact

Lunar Eclipse
(Pisces-Pisces 5th-5th)
(Enter: 09/07/06 Exact: 09/07/06 Leave: 03/03/07)

A test of faith is in the works now. It's easy to be gracious and optimistic when things are
peachy keen, but you know you really have something when you can maintain these
attitudes in less than optimal situations. Concentrating on goals and big ideas to the
exclusion of practical details can set you up for a fall. Remember, luck is 1% inspiration
and 99% perspiration.
Sep 12
*****

Uranus Conjunction Jupiter
Exact

Transit
(Pisces-Pisces 5th-5th)
(Enter: 08/18/06 Exact: 09/12/06 Leave: 10/11/06)

Career insight and breakthroughs are possible. You might discover that unconventional
solutions to life's problems or new directions and paths are in order. You could find a
teacher or guide, a new approach to your career, and so on.
Sep 18
****

Jupiter Opposition Mars
Exact

Transit
(Scorpio-Taurus 1st-7th)
(Enter: 09/12/06 Exact: 09/18/06 Leave: 09/23/06)

A career decision, something that is obviously in your best interests, may go against
feelings and emotions. You may have to ignore your feelings and put them aside in order
to benefit from the current sequence of events. Possible resentment.
Sep 22
***

Sun Square Sun
Exact

Solar Eclipse
(Virgo-Gemini 12th-9th)
(Enter: 09/22/06 Exact: 09/22/06 Leave: 03/18/07)

Your home and family environment is likely to be the scene of many challenges or
changes now. Buying or selling real estate may be in the picture; new furnishings or
fixtures or even a complete renovation could be in the works. Keeping a balance between
change and continuity is a high priority.
Sep 22
*****

Jupiter Enters Second
Exact

Transit
(Scorpio 2nd )
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 09/22/06 Leave: End Date)

Financial gain and material wellbeing are among the brighter prospects looming before
you now, as you focus in on how much things really mean to you. Yet there may be a
tendency to emphasize the material too much, which could lead to the feeling that the
things you own, own you instead.
Oct 21
*****

Saturn Enters Eleventh
Exact

Transit
(Leo 11th )
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/21/06 Leave: End Date)

A friend in need or something you believe in that will suffer from a lack of your support:
such are the issues that come to the fore at a time like this. You may be called upon to
lend a hand. Finding new ways to make your dreams come true is essential.

April - Monthly Highlights

Apr 22
*****

Uranus Conjunction Jupiter
Leave

Transit
(Pisces-Pisces 5th-5th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 04/22/06)

Career insight and breakthroughs are possible. You might discover that unconventional
solutions to life's problems or new directions and paths are in order. You could find a
teacher or guide, a new approach to your career, and so on.
Apr 24
****

Jupiter Opposition Mars
Leave

Transit
(Scorpio-Taurus 1st-7th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 04/24/06)

A career decision, something that is obviously in your best interests, may go against
feelings and emotions. You may have to ignore your feelings and put them aside in order
to benefit from the current sequence of events. Possible resentment.

Report for April

Apr 22
*****

Uranus Conjunction Jupiter
Leave

Transit
(Pisces-Pisces 5th-5th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 04/22/06)

Career insight and breakthroughs are possible. You might discover that unconventional
solutions to life's problems or new directions and paths are in order. You could find a
teacher or guide, a new approach to your career, and so on.
Apr 24
****

Jupiter Opposition Mars
Leave

Transit
(Scorpio-Taurus 1st-7th)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 04/24/06)

A career decision, something that is obviously in your best interests, may go against
feelings and emotions. You may have to ignore your feelings and put them aside in order
to benefit from the current sequence of events. Possible resentment.
Apr 27
Mars Sextile Pluto
Transit
(Cancer-Virgo 9th-11th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 04/25/06 Exact: 04/27/06 Leave: 04/28/06)
A drive to probe and penetrate may find you examining and working through some strong
internal changes. Push too hard and you could be too dominating, even oppressive, to
yourself and others.

May - Monthly Highlights

May 29
Jupiter Conjunction Neptune
Transit
(Scorpio-Scorpio 1st-1st)
****
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/06 Exact: 05/29/06 Leave: 06/09/06)
You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams of how life could
be. Don't be afraid to project that image, make those dreams real. Ideas of group
cooperation and communion (mass images) could further your career.

Report for May

May 02
Mars Trine Neptune
Transit
(Cancer-Scorpio 9th-1st)
***
Exact
(Enter: 04/30/06 Exact: 05/02/06 Leave: 05/04/06)
A strong drive to unify and simplify. You want something more imaginative and less
mundane. A yearning for other worlds and for some more cosmic form of love.
May 05
Mars Trine Jupiter
Transit
(Cancer-Pisces 9th-5th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 05/03/06 Exact: 05/05/06 Leave: 05/06/06)
A perfect time to be assertive and to move forward in your career decisions. You have all
the drive and energy you could want, and it should be easy to channel it. The path is open
and clear.
May 09
Pluto Trine Uranus
Transit
(Sagittarius-Leo 3rd-11th)
*****
Leave
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 05/09/06)
A time to break the mold and try what is unconventional, but with real passion or
persistence. You may be relentless in your quest to discover new insights, trying new and
different things. A much more independent and adventurous you results.
May 11
Mars Sextile Mars
Transit
(Cancer-Taurus 9th-7th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 05/09/06 Exact: 05/11/06 Leave: 05/13/06)
A time of much energy and drive, perfect for starting something out or taking care of
business. Very physical too. Exercise or romance is in order.
May 15
Mars Square Asc
Transit
(Cancer-Libra 9th-1st)
***
Exact
(Enter: 05/14/06 Exact: 05/15/06 Leave: 05/17/06)
You may be under a lot of pressure, at least in the way you appear to others. All is not in
harmony between your emotions and the way you come across.
May 16
Sun Square Neptune
Secondary Progression
(Leo-Scorpio 10th-1st)
***
Enter
(Enter: 05/16/06 Exact: End Date Leave: End Date)
Confronting reality head-on is essential now - failing this, you can really get tripped up.
Escapism could be a big temptation, but doesn't help matters at all - in fact, it will only
make them worse. There's a need for clear thinking and realism - don't be taken in, and
for heaven's sake, don't fool yourself. (Odds are you have been fooling yourself in some
sense, and if so, now's the time it's bound to come out in the wash.)
May 16
Jupiter Trine Jupiter
Transit
(Scorpio-Pisces 1st-5th)
****
Exact
(Enter: 05/08/06 Exact: 05/16/06 Leave: 05/25/06)
A time of good fortune when things open up in a very natural way for you. Situations are

almost tailor-made, and it is easy to see which path is the one to take. Opportunities
abound, and you may find yourself wanting (and able) to do almost everything.
May 18
Mars Conjunction MC
Transit
(Cancer-Cancer 10th-10th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 05/17/06 Exact: 05/18/06 Leave: 05/20/06)
You have a lot of energy to pour into practical and career decisions. You may appear
commanding and assertive.
May 18
Mars Enters Tenth
Transit
(Cancer 10th )
****
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 05/18/06 Leave: End Date)
Challenging authority and striving for success are on your agenda now. Ambition is a
powerful motivation and can lead you into conflict if you let it get out of control.
Properly channeled, it results in great achievements and brings recognition.
May 19
Mars Opposition Moon
Transit
(Cancer-Capricorn 10th-4th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 05/18/06 Exact: 05/19/06 Leave: 05/21/06)
You may have an emotional confrontation with someone younger than you. Your
feelings, or the feelings of someone who supports you, may be hurt.
May 29
Jupiter Conjunction Neptune
Transit
(Scorpio-Scorpio 1st-1st)
****
Exact
(Enter: 05/20/06 Exact: 05/29/06 Leave: 06/09/06)
You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams of how life could
be. Don't be afraid to project that image, make those dreams real. Ideas of group
cooperation and communion (mass images) could further your career.

Report for June

Jun 01
****

Jupiter Square Saturn
Exact

Transit
(Scorpio-Aquarius 1st-4th)
(Enter: 05/22/06 Exact: 06/01/06 Leave: 06/13/06)

Your path or career may be at right angles with your own sense of security and
responsibilities. A hard trade-off to figure. You can't win, so some negotiations are in
order. Try to cut a path that includes both.
Jun 03
****

Mars Enters Leo
Exact

Transit
(Leo 10th )
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/03/06 Leave: End Date)

The thrill of the chase, the smell of the greasepaint, the roar of the crowd: that's what gets
your juices flowing now that you've entered a new cycle. To be appreciated, to be
admired (adored, even) - that's what you crave. It's a time of creativity, drama, and
passion; a time when grabbing the spotlight and stealing the scene gives you a thrill. Is
winning everything? No - but it's way ahead of whatever comes in second!
Jun 08
Mars Conjunction Venus
Transit
(Leo-Leo 10th-10th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 06/07/06 Exact: 06/08/06 Leave: 06/10/06)
Your desires are strong and you will want to enjoy yourself. Spending is very possible.
There is a basic drive to appreciate and taste life.
Jun 21
Mars Opposition Saturn
Transit
(Leo-Aquarius 10th-4th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 06/19/06 Exact: 06/21/06 Leave: 06/22/06)
The status quo may meet with some opposition. Someone's emotional state may block
your own interests. Belligerence and opposition can be anticipated.
Jun 21
Mars Square Neptune
Transit
(Leo-Scorpio 10th-1st)
***
Exact
(Enter: 06/19/06 Exact: 06/21/06 Leave: 06/23/06)
Don't do too much dreaming just now. It would be very easy for you to get carried away
with some fancy or another. Your feelings are not in sync with your imagination. You
may be hard to satisfy.
Jun 23
Mars Sextile Mercury
Transit
(Leo-Gemini 10th-8th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 06/21/06 Exact: 06/23/06 Leave: 06/24/06)
You may be very forceful in what you say and think. With all of this emotional energy,
you could speak or communicate very well. You have mental drive.
Jun 30
Mars Square Mars
Transit
(Leo-Taurus 10th-7th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 06/28/06 Exact: 06/30/06 Leave: 07/01/06)
Harsh energy could leave you feeling emotionally blocked and frustrated. Don't try to

push too hard. You are only fighting yourself. Wait this one out.

July - Monthly Highlights

Jul 05
****

Saturn Opposition Saturn
Exact

Transit
(Leo-Aquarius 10th-4th)
(Enter: 06/26/06 Exact: 07/05/06 Leave: 07/13/06)

A major time of change, where circumstances manage to get our attention and some sort
of challenge or turning-point is to be expected. Our response here depends upon how we
have acted thus far and may foretell the flow of events for years to come.
Jul 18
***

Moon Conjunction Pluto
Exact

Secondary Progression
(Virgo-Virgo 11th-11th)
(Enter: 06/18/06 Exact: 07/18/06 Leave: 08/18/06)

Force, power, compulsion, fate: such are the issues that need confronting now. Your own
charisma is stronger than ever, as is your insight into the unconscious needs of others and
the directions of destiny. Yet such things can have hidden dangers to which you should
remain alert. Beware dependence: even the master is slave to the slave. You may
encounter a great challenge or possibly even a loss of some kind, but in facing it you
discover your own strength.

Report for July

Jul 04
Mars Sextile Asc
Transit
(Leo-Libra 10th-1st)
***
Exact
(Enter: 07/02/06 Exact: 07/04/06 Leave: 07/06/06)
You can really communicate and convey yourself to others right now. You have a lot of
energy and come across as assertive and dominant.
Jul 05
****

Saturn Opposition Saturn
Exact

Transit
(Leo-Aquarius 10th-4th)
(Enter: 06/26/06 Exact: 07/05/06 Leave: 07/13/06)

A major time of change, where circumstances manage to get our attention and some sort
of challenge or turning-point is to be expected. Our response here depends upon how we
have acted thus far and may foretell the flow of events for years to come.
Jul 07
****

Saturn Square Neptune
Exact

Transit
(Leo-Scorpio 10th-1st)
(Enter: 06/29/06 Exact: 07/07/06 Leave: 07/15/06)

Could be a difficult time in terms of your self-image, dreams, and ideals. A close
examination may find you separating the wheat from the chaff when it comes to realistic
ideas and dreams of what can be. Your imagination may feel blocked and stagnant.
Jul 11
****

Mars Enters Eleventh
Exact

Transit
(Leo 11th )
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/11/06 Leave: End Date)

Fighting for friends and ideals - maybe even struggling with them - comes into the
picture now. You become more actively involved on a social level, taking a bigger part in
collective events and developments. You have little patience for people who do not live
up to their principles.
Jul 14
****

Saturn Sextile Mercury
Exact

Transit
(Leo-Gemini 10th-8th)
(Enter: 07/06/06 Exact: 07/14/06 Leave: 07/22/06)

Your mind may be very clear now and your thoughts brought to a sharp focus. Easy to
organize your thoughts, and communication of all kinds is furthered. Write that book,
take that course. Your thoughts count now, so use your mind. Communicate.
Jul 18
***

Mars Conjunction Uranus
Exact

Transit
(Leo-Leo 11th-11th)
(Enter: 07/16/06 Exact: 07/18/06 Leave: 07/19/06)

You feel like being different, trying something new and unusual. A perfect time for new
ideas, a breakthrough in thinking, a novel approach.
Jul 18
***

Moon Conjunction Pluto
Exact

Secondary Progression
(Virgo-Virgo 11th-11th)
(Enter: 06/18/06 Exact: 07/18/06 Leave: 08/18/06)

Force, power, compulsion, fate: such are the issues that need confronting now. Your own

charisma is stronger than ever, as is your insight into the unconscious needs of others and
the directions of destiny. Yet such things can have hidden dangers to which you should
remain alert. Beware dependence: even the master is slave to the slave. You may
encounter a great challenge or possibly even a loss of some kind, but in facing it you
discover your own strength.
Jul 19
***

Mars Sextile Sun
Exact

Transit
(Leo-Gemini 11th-9th)
(Enter: 07/17/06 Exact: 07/19/06 Leave: 07/21/06)

You may be especially dynamic and assertive just now. There is a lot of energy and drive
available.
Jul 22
****

Mars Enters Virgo
Exact

Transit
(Virgo 11th )
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/22/06 Leave: End Date)

As a new cycle dawns in your life, there arises a passion for details, a need to do just the
right thing at just the right time, and a burning desire to have a place for everything and
everything in its place. This can be hard on the digestion if taken to extremes! The
satisfaction of a job well done is one of your greatest incentives now.
Jul 26
*****

Neptune Trine Asc
Exact

Transit
(Aquarius-Libra 4th-1st)
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/26/06 Leave: 09/02/06)

A dreamy manner or appearance, plus the ability to enchant others, finds this a time when
mysticism and idealism seem to really be living in you.

August - Monthly Highlights

Aug 12
Jupiter Conjunction Neptune
Transit
(Scorpio-Scorpio 1st-1st)
****
Exact
(Enter: 08/01/06 Exact: 08/12/06 Leave: 08/21/06)
You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams of how life could
be. Don't be afraid to project that image, make those dreams real. Ideas of group
cooperation and communion (mass images) could further your career.

Report for August

Aug 03
Mars Conjunction Pluto
Transit
(Virgo-Virgo 11th-11th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 08/02/06 Exact: 08/03/06 Leave: 08/05/06)
A drive to probe and penetrate may find you examining and working through some strong
internal changes. Push too hard and you could be too dominating and even oppressive to
yourself and others.
Aug 09
Mars Sextile Neptune
Transit
(Virgo-Scorpio 11th-1st)
***
Exact
(Enter: 08/07/06 Exact: 08/09/06 Leave: 08/10/06)
A strong drive to unify and simplify. You want something more imaginative and less
mundane. A yearning for other worlds and for some more cosmic form of love.
Aug 09
Jupiter Square Saturn
Transit
(Scorpio-Aquarius 1st-4th)
****
Exact
(Enter: 07/28/06 Exact: 08/09/06 Leave: 08/19/06)
Your path or career may be at right angles with your own sense of security and
responsibilities. A hard trade-off to figure. You can't win, so some negotiations are in
order. Try to cut a path that includes both.
Aug 10
Mars Square Mercury
Transit
(Virgo-Gemini 11th-8th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 08/08/06 Exact: 08/10/06 Leave: 08/12/06)
Excessive emotional energy could produce flare-ups, harsh words, and arguments. Your
mind is very sharp (on hair trigger) during this time and can cause as much harm as good.
Aug 11
Mars Opposition Jupiter
Transit
(Virgo-Pisces 11th-5th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 08/09/06 Exact: 08/11/06 Leave: 08/12/06)
Emotional considerations may block or oppose how you proceed with a project or plan.
Someone may get pushy or obscure the real choices and the right path.
Aug 12
Jupiter Conjunction Neptune
Transit
(Scorpio-Scorpio 1st-1st)
****
Exact
(Enter: 08/01/06 Exact: 08/12/06 Leave: 08/21/06)
You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams of how life could
be. Don't be afraid to project that image, make those dreams real. Ideas of group
cooperation and communion (mass images) could further your career.
Aug 17
Mars Trine Mars
Transit
(Virgo-Taurus 11th-7th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 08/15/06 Exact: 08/17/06 Leave: 08/18/06)
A time of much energy and drive, perfect for starting something out or taking care of
business. Very physical too. Exercise or romance is in order.
Aug 17

Saturn Square Mars

Transit

(Leo-Taurus 10th-7th)

****

Exact

(Enter: 08/09/06 Exact: 08/17/06 Leave: 08/25/06)

Not an easy period for most of us. Events conspire to work against our own ambition and
drive, bringing obstacles and slowing progress to a halt. Easy to overdo, strain, and
explode under these aspects, so take it easy. Bide your time.
Aug 24
Mars Sextile MC
Transit
(Virgo-Cancer 11th-10th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 08/22/06 Exact: 08/24/06 Leave: 08/25/06)
You have a lot of energy to pour into practical and career decisions. You may appear
commanding and assertive.
Aug 24
Jupiter Trine Jupiter
Transit
(Scorpio-Pisces 1st-5th)
****
Exact
(Enter: 08/16/06 Exact: 08/24/06 Leave: 08/31/06)
A time of good fortune when things open up in a very natural way for you. Situations are
almost tailor-made, and it is easy to see which path is the one to take. Opportunities
abound, and you may find yourself wanting (and able) to do almost everything.
Aug 25
Mars Trine Moon
Transit
(Virgo-Capricorn 11th-4th)
***
Exact
(Enter: 08/23/06 Exact: 08/25/06 Leave: 08/26/06)
You have a lot of energy for improving your surroundings or life situations. You are very
motivated to improve. There could be some hard feelings, especially from younger
persons, if you become too aggressive.
Aug 28
Mars Enters Twelfth
Transit
(Virgo 12th )
****
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 08/28/06 Leave: End Date)
This is a time for coming to grips with your shadow, for taking control of the forces
within you that thwart your progress. Don't burn your bridges behind you; learn that the
only thing we truly can control is ourselves.
Aug 29
Mercury Square Mars
Secondary Progression
(Leo-Taurus 10th-7th)
****
Enter
(Enter: 08/29/06 Exact: End Date Leave: End Date)
Figuring out ways around obstacles that prevent you from doing what you want and
getting where you want to be has a way of keeping your mental gears turning at this time
in your life. Change is in the air, and you need to change your plans accordingly - if you
don't, you encounter increasing resistance. Harsh words, hasty actions, or impatience may
lead you to do things you'll regret later.

September - Monthly Highlights

Sep 07
***

Moon Square Mercury
Exact

Lunar Eclipse
(Pisces-Gemini 5th-8th)
(Enter: 09/07/06 Exact: 09/07/06 Leave: 03/03/07)

Resolving conflicting opinions and deciding between opposing views or different options
is essential now. You must decide one way or another, or else you're stuck in a rut. It's
easy to be distracted, so study things through in order to act from a position of knowledge
rather than out of ignorance. Business ventures could be compromised by faulty
information - be sure you KNOW what you're getting into.
Sep 07
***

Moon Conjunction Jupiter
Exact

Lunar Eclipse
(Pisces-Pisces 5th-5th)
(Enter: 09/07/06 Exact: 09/07/06 Leave: 03/03/07)

A test of faith is in the works now. It's easy to be gracious and optimistic when things are
peachy keen, but you know you really have something when you can maintain these
attitudes in less than optimal situations. Concentrating on goals and big ideas to the
exclusion of practical details can set you up for a fall. Remember, luck is 1% inspiration
and 99% perspiration.
Sep 12
*****

Uranus Conjunction Jupiter
Exact

Transit
(Pisces-Pisces 5th-5th)
(Enter: 08/18/06 Exact: 09/12/06 Leave: 10/11/06)

Career insight and breakthroughs are possible. You might discover that unconventional
solutions to life's problems or new directions and paths are in order. You could find a
teacher or guide, a new approach to your career, and so on.
Sep 18
****

Jupiter Opposition Mars
Exact

Transit
(Scorpio-Taurus 1st-7th)
(Enter: 09/12/06 Exact: 09/18/06 Leave: 09/23/06)

A career decision, something that is obviously in your best interests, may go against
feelings and emotions. You may have to ignore your feelings and put them aside in order
to benefit from the current sequence of events. Possible resentment.
Sep 22
***

Sun Square Sun
Exact

Solar Eclipse
(Virgo-Gemini 12th-9th)
(Enter: 09/22/06 Exact: 09/22/06 Leave: 03/18/07)

Your home and family environment is likely to be the scene of many challenges or
changes now. Buying or selling real estate may be in the picture; new furnishings or
fixtures or even a complete renovation could be in the works. Keeping a balance between
change and continuity is a high priority.
Sep 22
*****

Jupiter Enters Second
Exact

Transit
(Scorpio 2nd )
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 09/22/06 Leave: End Date)

Financial gain and material wellbeing are among the brighter prospects looming before

you now, as you focus in on how much things really mean to you. Yet there may be a
tendency to emphasize the material too much, which could lead to the feeling that the
things you own, own you instead.

Report for September

Sep 04
***

Mars Square Sun
Exact

Transit
(Virgo-Gemini 12th-9th)
(Enter: 09/03/06 Exact: 09/04/06 Leave: 09/06/06)

Emotions may flare up or arguments occur that work against your own best interests. Be
prepared, and walk softly.
Sep 07
***

Moon Conjunction Jupiter
Exact

Lunar Eclipse
(Pisces-Pisces 5th-5th)
(Enter: 09/07/06 Exact: 09/07/06 Leave: 03/03/07)

A test of faith is in the works now. It's easy to be gracious and optimistic when things are
peachy keen, but you know you really have something when you can maintain these
attitudes in less than optimal situations. Concentrating on goals and big ideas to the
exclusion of practical details can set you up for a fall. Remember, luck is 1% inspiration
and 99% perspiration.
Sep 07
***

Moon Sextile Mars
Exact

Lunar Eclipse
(Pisces-Taurus 5th-7th)
(Enter: 09/07/06 Exact: 09/07/06 Leave: 03/03/07)

Other people tend to encourage you to act prematurely now - think things through before
leaping into the fray. Travel may have unforeseen risks or could sap your energy. Hastily
conceived plans and ideas might seem attractive in the heat of the moment - they might
not look so smart when you cool down.
Sep 07
***

Moon Square Mercury
Exact

Lunar Eclipse
(Pisces-Gemini 5th-8th)
(Enter: 09/07/06 Exact: 09/07/06 Leave: 03/03/07)

Resolving conflicting opinions and deciding between opposing views or different options
is essential now. You must decide one way or another, or else you're stuck in a rut. It's
easy to be distracted, so study things through in order to act from a position of knowledge
rather than out of ignorance. Business ventures could be compromised by faulty
information - be sure you KNOW what you're getting into.
Sep 07
****

Saturn Sextile Asc
Exact

Transit
(Leo-Libra 10th-1st)
(Enter: 08/30/06 Exact: 09/07/06 Leave: 09/16/06)

Outer circumstances tend to work in your favor. You may find that you are more
organized than before, able to reach new levels of self-discipline. A smooth time during
which events seem to arrange themselves to your advantage.
Sep 07
****

Mars Enters Libra
Exact

Transit
(Libra 12th )
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 09/07/06 Leave: End Date)

"I'm giving you a definite maybe" - that's the motto of the cycle you're now entering. It's
a time of refinement and tact, of an urge to please others that is so strong as to make it

hard to decide or act for fear of offending someone. You'll quickly learn to balance this
out, or you'll discover that there is no peace in compromise - and this can be tough on
close relationships. The trick is to find the win-win solution to the no-win situation - and
if anyone's ever up to it, you are now.
Sep 12
***

Mars Sextile Venus
Exact

Transit
(Libra-Leo 12th-10th)
(Enter: 09/11/06 Exact: 09/12/06 Leave: 09/14/06)

Your desires are strong, and you will want to enjoy yourself. Romance is very possible.
There is a basic drive to appreciate and taste life.
Sep 12
*****

Uranus Conjunction Jupiter
Exact

Transit
(Pisces-Pisces 5th-5th)
(Enter: 08/18/06 Exact: 09/12/06 Leave: 10/11/06)

Career insight and breakthroughs are possible. You might discover that unconventional
solutions to life's problems or new directions and paths are in order. You could find a
teacher or guide, a new approach to your career, and so on.
Sep 18
****

Jupiter Opposition Mars
Exact

Transit
(Scorpio-Taurus 1st-7th)
(Enter: 09/12/06 Exact: 09/18/06 Leave: 09/23/06)

A career decision, something that is obviously in your best interests, may go against
feelings and emotions. You may have to ignore your feelings and put them aside in order
to benefit from the current sequence of events. Possible resentment.
Sep 22
***

Sun Square Sun
Exact

Solar Eclipse
(Virgo-Gemini 12th-9th)
(Enter: 09/22/06 Exact: 09/22/06 Leave: 03/18/07)

Your home and family environment is likely to be the scene of many challenges or
changes now. Buying or selling real estate may be in the picture; new furnishings or
fixtures or even a complete renovation could be in the works. Keeping a balance between
change and continuity is a high priority.
Sep 22
***

Sun Sextile Venus
Exact

Solar Eclipse
(Virgo-Leo 12th-10th)
(Enter: 09/22/06 Exact: 09/22/06 Leave: 03/18/07)

Important financial decisions require more information than you realize at a time like
this. It's important to gather all the facts necessary to give you a realistic idea of what
you're getting into. Social relationships are a special focus now. Travel and animated
discussions play a part in this and could be less than satisfying in some respects.
Sep 22
*****

Jupiter Enters Second
Exact

Transit
(Scorpio 2nd )
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 09/22/06 Leave: End Date)

Financial gain and material wellbeing are among the brighter prospects looming before
you now, as you focus in on how much things really mean to you. Yet there may be a
tendency to emphasize the material too much, which could lead to the feeling that the
things you own, own you instead.
Sep 24
*****

Uranus Trine Neptune
Enter

Transit
(Pisces-Scorpio 5th-1st)
(Enter: 09/24/06 Exact: End Date Leave: End Date)

There is the possibility of new visions or sudden insights into your self-image or into
your ideals and dreams. A time to reshape and renew your philosophy or religion, during
which your imagination is at full tilt. Breakthroughs in compassion and communion.

Sep 24
***

Mars Trine Saturn
Exact

Transit
(Libra-Aquarius 12th-4th)
(Enter: 09/22/06 Exact: 09/24/06 Leave: 09/25/06)

Irresistible force meets immovable object. Proceed with caution! There is a lot of energy
available for disciplined work, but push too hard and you may break something.
Sep 24
***

Moon Sextile Neptune
Enter

Secondary Progression
(Virgo-Scorpio 11th-1st)
(Enter: 09/24/06 Exact: End Date Leave: End Date)

Glamor, mystery, and intrigue fascinate you and play a larger and potentially more
positive role in your life than ever now. Artistic or psychic talents meet with opportunity
- they can make you shine, and there are openings for developing and using your abilities
in these areas.
Sep 26
***

Mars Trine Mercury
Exact

Transit
(Libra-Gemini 12th-8th)
(Enter: 09/24/06 Exact: 09/26/06 Leave: 09/27/06)

You may be very forceful in what you say and think. With all of this emotional energy,
you could speak or communicate very well. You have mental drive.
Sep 28
*****

Uranus Square Mercury
Exact

Transit
(Pisces-Gemini 5th-8th)
(Enter: 09/02/06 Exact: 09/28/06 Leave: End Date)

A tendency to act suddenly, without thought or consideration. A lot of mental tension or
worry stemming from a rebellion against ideas, the way you think and communicate. An
urge to break out of old mental patterns that could be destructive.

